In this paper we show that the non-alternating torus knots are homologically thick, i.e. that their Khovanov homology occupies at least three diagonals. Furthermore, we show that we can reduce the number of full twists of the torus knot without changing certain part of its homology, and consequently, we show that there exists stable homology of torus knots conjectured by Dunfield, Gukov and Rasmussen in [4] . Since our main tool is the long exact sequence in homology, we have applied our approach in the case of the Khovanov-Rozansky (sl(n)) homology, and thus obtained analogous stability properties of sl(n) homology of torus knots, also conjectured in [4] .
Introduction
In recent years there has been a lot of interest in the "categorification" of link invariants, initiated by M. Khovanov in [9] . For each link L in S 3 he defined a graded chain complex, with grading preserving differentials, whose graded Euler characteristic is equal to the Jones polynomial of the link L ( [6] , [7] ), and whose homology groups (usually called sl(2)-homology groups) are link invariants. This is done by starting from the state-sum expression for the Jones polynomial (which is written as an alternating sum), then constructing for each term a graded module whose graded dimension is equal to the value of that term, and finally, defining the differentials as appropriate grading preserving maps, so that the complex obtained is a link invariant (up to chain homotopy).
Although the theory is rather new, it already has strong applications in low-dimensional topology. For instance, the short proof of the Milnor conjecture by Rasmussen in [19] , as well as the proof of the existence of exotic differential structures on R 4 ( [20] ), which were previously accessible only by gauge theory.
The advantage of Khovanov homology theory is that its definition is combinatorial and since there is a straightforward algorithm for computing it, it is (theoretically) highly calculable. Nowadays there are several computer programs [3] , [26] that can calculate effectively Khovanov homology of links with up to 50 crossings.
Based on the calculations there are many conjectures about the properties of link homology, see e.g. [1] , [13] , [4] . Some of the properties have been proved by now (see [16] , [17] ), but many of them are still open.
In this paper we first show that the torus knots T p,q for 3 ≤ p ≤ q (nonalternating torus knots) are homologically thick, i.e. that their Khovanov homology occupies at least three diagonals. Furthermore, in the course of the proof we obtain even stronger results that relate the homology of the torus knots T p,q and T p,q+1 . Namely, we prove that, up to a certain homological degree, their (unnormalized) homologies coincide.
As the first application of this result we calculate the homology of torus knots for low homological degrees. We also obtain the proof of the existence of stable Khovanov homology of torus knots, conjectured by Dunfield, Gukov and Rasmussen in [4] .
Furthermore, we conjecture that the homological width of the torus knot T p,q is at least p, and we reduce this problem to determining the nontriviality of certain homological groups.
An analogous categorification of the n-specializations of the HOMFLYPT polynomial was carried out by M. Khovanov and L. Rozansky in 2004 ( [14] ). The construction uses the state-sum model for the HOMFLYPT polynomial ( [18] ) and is analogous to the categorification of the Jones polynomial: it uses the same cubic complex construction, and there exists a similar long exact sequence in homology. However, since the state-sum model for the HOMFLYPT polynomial is much more complicated than Kauffman's statesum model, the explicit calculation of the homology groups is practically impossible. Consequently, the values of the sl(n)-link homology are known only for a very small class of knots -two-bridge knots (see [21] ) and the closures of certain three-strand braids ( [31] ).
Since in the proofs of results for Khovanov homology of torus knots, we mainly use the long exact sequence of Khovanov homology (2) -we do not rely heavily on the explicit definition of sl(2) homology -we also obtain most of the analogous results for the stability of sl(n) homology of torus knots. Namely, we prove that up to a certain homological degree, the (unnormalized) sl(n) homology groups of T p,q and T p,q−1 torus knots coincide, and that there exists stable sl(n)-homology of torus knots, also conjectured in [4] .
The organization of the paper is as follows: in Section 2 we recall briefly the definition and the basic properties of Khovanov homology, we give short introduction to Khovanov-Rozansky homology and introduce notation for positive braid knots. In Section 3 we prove that the torus knots are homologically thick. In Section 4 we relate the homologies of the torus knots T p,q and T p,q+1 , and we calculate the homology groups of torus knots in the homological degrees 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4. Furthermore, in Section 5 we conjecture further results concerning the thickness of torus knots. Finally, in Section 6, we prove that there exists stable sl(n) homology of torus knots.
Denote by m the number of crossings of D. Then there is bijective correspondence between the total resolutions of D and the set {0, 1} m . Namely, to every m-tuple ǫ = (ǫ 1 , . . . , ǫ m ) ∈ {0, 1} m we associate the resolution D ǫ where we resolved the i-th crossing in a ǫ i -resolution.
Every resolution D ǫ is a collection of disjoint circles. To each circle we associate graded Z-module V , which is freely generated by two basis vectors 1 and X, with deg 1 = 1 and deg X = −1. To D ǫ we associate the module M ǫ , which is the tensor product of V 's over all circles in the resolution. Now, all the resolution D ǫ with fixed |ǫ| (sum of elements of ǫ) are grouped, and all resolutions are drawn as (skewed) m-dimensional cube such that in i-th column are the resolutions D ǫ with |ǫ| = i. The i-th chain group C i is given by:
Here, by {i}, we have denoted shift in grading of M ǫ (for more details see e.g. [1] ).
The differential d i :
is defined as (signed) sum of "per-edge" differentials. Namely, the only nonzero maps are from D ǫ to D ǫ ′ , where ǫ = (ǫ 1 , . . . , ǫ m ), ǫ i ∈ {0, 1}, if and only if ǫ ′ has all entries same as ǫ except one ǫ j , for some j ∈ {0, 1}, which is changed from 0 to 1. We denote these differentials by d ν , where ν is m-tuple which consists of the label * at the position j and of m − 1 0's and 1's (the same as the remaining entries of ǫ). Note that in these cases, either two circles of D ǫ merge into one circle of D ǫ ′ or one circle of D ǫ splits into two circles of D ǫ ′ , and all other circles remain the same.
In the first case, the map d ν is defined as the identity on the tensor factors (V ) that correspond to the unchanged circles, and on the remaining factors is given as the (graded preserving) multiplication map m : V ⊗ V → V {1}, which is given on basis vectors by:
In the second case, the map d ν is defined as the identity on the tensor factors (V ) that correspond to the unchanged circles, and on the remaining factors is given as the (graded preserving) comultiplication map ∆ : V → V ⊗ V {1}, which is given on basis vectors by: 
where n + and n − are the numbers of positive and negative crossings, respectively, of the diagram D (see below for conventions).
positive negative
In the formula (1), we have denoted by [−n − ], the shift in homology degrees (again, for more details see [1] ).
The homology groups of the complex C(D) we denote by 
(which is basically given by maps m and ∆). Hence, there exists a long exact sequence of (unnormalized) homology groups (see e.g. [29] ):
This long exact sequence is the categorification of the defining recursive relation of the Kauffman bracket:
Indeed, this relation can be obtained by taking the graded Euler characteristic of (2).
If K is a positive knot (the knot that has a planar projection with only positive crossings) then H i (K) is trivial for all i < 0. Furthermore, if D is planar projection of positive knot K, with n − negative crossings then H i (D) is trivial for i < n − .
Usually, the homology groups of the link K are represented as a planar array in such a way that rank H i,j (K) = dim(H i,j (K) ⊗ Q) (or the whole group H i,j (K), if we want to keep track of the torsions) is specified in the position (i, j). As can be easily seen, the q-gradings (j) of the generators of nontrivial H i,j (K) and the number of components of K are of the same parity (either all are even or all are odd). Hence, by a diagonal of the homology of the link K, we mean a line j − 2i = a = const, when there exist integers i and j such that j − 2i = a and rank H i,j (K) > 0. If a max and a min are the maximal and minimal value of a such that the line j − 2i = a is a diagonal of the homology of the link K, then we define the homological width of the link K to be h(K) = (a max − a min )/2 + 1.
Every knot (link) occupies at least two diagonals (i.e. h(K) ≥ 2 for every link K), and the ones that occupy exactly two diagonals are called H-thin, or homologically thin. For example all alternating knots are H-thin ( [16] ), and the free part of the homology of any H-thin knot is determined by its Jones polynomial and the signature. A knot that is not H-thin is called H-thick or homologically thick.
Furthermore, for an element x ∈ H i,j (K), we denote its homological grading -i -by t(x), and its q-grading (also called the quantum grading) -j -by q(x). We also introduce a third grading δ(x) by δ(x) = q(x) − 2t(x). Hence, we have that the knot K is H-thick, if there exist three generators of H(K) with different values of the δ-grading.
An alternative way of presenting the homology of the knot is by means of the two-variable Poincaré polynomial P (K)(t, q) of the chain complex C(D), i.e.:
Khovanov-Rozansky (sl(n)) homology
In [14] M. Khovanov and L. Rozansky generalized the construction from the previous subsection, to the case of sl(n) specialization of HOMFLYPT polyomial, for every n ∈ N. This is done by categorifying the MurakamiOhtsuki-Yamada (MOY) calculus [18] -the generalization of the Kauffman's state model for the Jones polynomial. The main form of the construction is the same: namely, they again assigned to every diagram D the cubic complex of resolutions, to each vertex (total resolution) is assigned appropriate graded vector space and to every edge of the cube, certain graded preserving map. The first difference is that we start from the oriented diagram D, and 0-and 1-resolutions at a certain crossing c are defined according to the sign of the crossing as on the following picture:
Hence, the total resolutions are in this case trivalent graph with thick edges (edges labelled 2 in [18] ), and the values assigned to them in [18] satisfy certain set of (MOY) axioms. In [14] , the corresponding graded vector spaces are defined (in a rather complicated way) such that they "categorify" those axioms. Because of the complexity of this construction, the values of the sl(n) homology are known only for very small set of knots.
On the other hand, the main concepts and properties are the same as in the sl(2) case -the cubic complex, mapping cone and consequently, the long exact sequence in sl(n) homology: if c is a positive crossing of an oriented diagram D, then there exists long exact sequence in (unnormalized) sl(n) homology:
where D i , i = 0, 1 is a diagram obtained from D after resolving the crossing c into an i-resolution. Obviously, in these long exact sequence we will always have diagrams of knots which also have trivalent vertices and thick edges, and the Khovanov-Rozansky prescription also assigns to them corresponding chain complexes and homology groups. We call such diagrams, the generalized regular diagrams. As in the sl(2) case, the generalized regular diagrams with only positive crossings have trivial homology groups in negative homological degrees (since the chain groups in these degrees are trivial).
For more details about the sl(n) homology, we refer the reader to [14] .
Positive braid knots
The positive braid knots are the knots (or links) that are the closures of positive braids. Let K be arbitrary positive braid knot and let D be its planar projection which is the closure of a positive braid. Denote the number of strands of that braid by p. We say that the crossing c of D is of the type σ i , i < p, if it corresponds to the generator σ i in the braid word of which D is the closure. Denote the number of crossings of the type σ i by l i , i = 1, . . . , p − 1 and order them from top to bottom. Then each crossing c of D we can write as the pair (i, α) (we will also write (iα) if there is no possibility of confusion), i = 1, . . . , p − 1 and α = 1, . . . , l i , if c is of the type σ i and it is ordered as α-th among the crossings of the type σ i . Finally, we order the crossings of D by the following ordering: c = (iα) < d = (jβ) if and only if i < j, or i = j and α < β.
For some results on the homology of positive braid knots, see e.g. [25] .
Thickness of torus knots
A knot or a link is a torus knot if it is isotopic to a knot or a link that can be drawn without any points of intersection on the trivial torus. Every torus link is, up to a mirror image, determined by two nonnegative integers p and q, i.e. it is isotopic to a unique torus knot T p,q which has the diagram D p,q -the closure of the braid (σ 1 σ 2 . . . σ p−1 ) q -as a planar projection. In other words, D p,q is the closure of the p-strand braid with q full twists. Since T p,q is isotopic to T q,p we can assume that p ≤ q. If p = 1 then the torus knot T p,q is trivial and for p = 2 the torus knot T 2,q is alternating, hence its homology occupies exactly two diagonals. However, if p ≥ 3, the torus knot T p,q is non-alternating and we will prove that its homology occupies at least three diagonals. Namely, we prove the following theorem:
From this theorem we obtain Since T p,q is a positive knot, its zeroth homology group is two dimensional and the q-gradings (and consequently the δ-gradings) of its two generators are (p − 1)(q − 1) − 1 and (p − 1)(q − 1) + 1, respectively (see e.g. [19] ). However, from Theorem 2 we have that there exists a generator with t-grading equal to 4 and q-grading equal to (p − 1)(q − 1) + 5, and so its δ-grading is equal to (p − 1)(q − 1) + 5 − 2 · 4 = (p − 1)(q − 1) − 3. Thus, we have obtained three generators of the homology of the torus knot T p,q which have three different values of the δ-grading and hence its Khovanov homology occupies at least three diagonals. Now we give a proof of Theorem 2.
Proof :
First of all, since K = T p,q is a positive braid knot whose regular diagram D p,q is the closure of the braid (σ 1 σ 2 . . . σ p−1 ) q with (p − 1)q crossings, we have that H 4,(p−1)(q−1)+5 (K) = H 4,6−p (D p,q ). So, we will "concentrate" on calculating the latter homology group, i.e. showing that its rank is nonzero. In order to do this we will use the long exact sequence (2) and we will relate the unnormalized fourth homology groups of the standard regular diagrams of the torus knots D p,q and D p,q−1 for p < q.
Let 3 ≤ p < q. Let c p−1 be the crossing (p − 1, 1) of the diagram D p,q . Now denote by E 1 p,q and D 1 p,q the 1-and 0-resolutions, respectively, of the diagram D p,q at the crossing c p−1 . Then from (2) we obtain the following long exact sequence
Now, we can continue the process, and resolve the crossing c p−2 = (p − 2, 1) of D 1 p,q in two possible ways. Denote the diagram obtained by the 1-resolution by E 2 p,q , and the diagram obtained by the 0-resolution by D 2 p,q . Then from (2) we have the long exact sequence
After repeating this process p − 1 times (resolving the crossing
p,q , obtaining the 1-resolution E k p,q and 0-resolution D k p,q and applying the same long exact sequence in homology), we obtain that for every i = 1, . . . , p − 1, the following sequence is exact:
Here
Proof:
Since for every 0 < i < p, E i p,q is obtained by the 1-resolution of the crossing c p−i = (p − i, 1) of the (positive braid knot) diagram D i−1 p,q , it is the closure of the plat braid diagram with only one plat E p−i :
Now, note that two lower strands of E p−i are always "neighbour" strands, i.e. they form a ribbon, through the diagram, until they reach the upper part of E p−i . So, we can"slide" the lower part of the plat E p−i through the diagram (by using the second Reidemeister move -R2 -and also the first Reidemeister move -R1 -where the two strands intersect each other) until it reaches the left or the right hand side of the upper part of E p−i . If it first reaches the right hand side, it automatically (or after a R1 move) becomes the closure of a positive braid diagram. If it first reaches the left hand side then after a R1 move and a "slide" (sequence of R2 moves) we obviously obtain a positive braid diagram.
Concerning the number of negative crossings of E i p,q , note that by performing the first sequence of R2 moves (sliding the lower part of E p−i through the diagram, from the top to the bottom) in each move we have "canceled" one positive and one negative crossing. Furthermore, since p < q, the two strands of the lower part of the plat E p−i will make a full twist at least once, and so they will have two crossings with each other, which are both obviously negative crossings. So, we have that on each of the last (lower) q − 1 blocks (σ 1 . . . σ p−1 ) of E i p,q we have at least one negative crossing. Furthermore, on the part where both lower strands of the plat E p−i make full twists, we have applied p − 2 R2 moves, and hence we have in addition, at least, p − 2 negative crossings.
Altogether, this gives at least q − 1 + p − 2 = p + q − 3 negative crossings of E i p,q , as required. Now, we can go back to the proof. From the previous Lemma, we conclude that for every 0 < k < p, H i,j (E k p,q ) is trivial for i < 0, and that
Hence, if p + q − 3 > 4, from (4) and (5), we obtain that
and thus we have that
So, we can decrease the number of full twists, q, without changing the fourth homology group. If p = q = 3, then e.g. by using programs for computing Khovanov homology ( [3] , [26] ), we obtain that rank H 4,3 (D 3,3 ) = rank H 4,9 (T 3,3 ) = 1, as wanted.
If 3 = p < q, then from (6), we have that H 4,3 (D 3,q ) = H 4,3 (D 3,4 ). However, by using programs for computing Khovanov homology, we obtain that the rank of the latter group (which is equal to H 4,11 (T 3,4 )) is equal to 1. [1] , the link T 3,3 is denoted by 6 3 3 , and the torus knot T 3,4 is isotopic to the knot 8 19 . For the general notation of knots and links see [22] and [3] . Now, let us move to the general case 4 ≤ p ≤ q. Then if p < q we can apply (6) and obtain H 4,6−p (D p,q ) = H 4,6−p (D p,p ) . Thus, we are left with proving that the latter homology group is of nonzero rank. Now, apply the set of long exact sequences (4) for the case p = q. In this case, like in Lemma 1, we obtain that E k p,p is the diagram of a positive knot, for every k = 1, . . . , p − 1. Furthermore, every diagram E k p,p has exactly 2p − 3 negative crossings, and so we have:
Remark 5 In Bar-Natan's tables of knots in
Since p > 3, we have that H 3 (E k p,p ) and H 4 (E k p,p ) are trivial for all k, and so we have that
On the other hand, we have that
. By repeating this process, we can decrease the number of strands p, and obtain that:
Finally, from (8) we have
and the last homology group, as we saw previously, is of rank 1. This concludes our proof.
Stability of Khovanov homology for torus knots
In the course of proving Theorem 2, apart from showing that the torus knots are H-thick, we have obtained some other properties of the homology of the torus knots. Namely, we proved that we can reduce the number of full twists, q, of the standard diagram D p,q of the torus knot T p,q without changing the first p + q − 3 homology groups. In other words, we have obtained the existence of stable homology of torus knots (see Section 6 below and [4] ).
In the following theorem we summarize the stability properties obtained in the previous section.
Theorem 6 Let p, q and i be integers such that 2 ≤ p < q and i < p + q − 3. Then for every j ∈ Z
Furthermore, for every 2 ≤ p < q and i < 2p − 1 and j ∈ Z we have
Also, for every p ≥ 2, i < 2p − 3 and j ∈ Z, we have
Proof:
The equations (9) and (11) we have already obtained in the course of proving Theorem 2 (long exact sequences (4) with the homological degrees 3, 4 and 5 replaced by i − 1, i and i + 1 for every i ∈ Z, respectively, and formulas (5) and (7)). Formula (10) obviously follows from (9) since i < 2p − 1 = p + (p + 2) − 3.
Remark 7 Bearing in mind Remark 4, in fact we have obtained that if p
andq are integers such that 2 ≤ p < q then for every j ∈ Z we have
The torus knots T 2,q are alternating and their homology is well-known (see e.g. [9] ). However, as the first corollary of the previous theorem we obtain the homology groups of T p,q , for 3 ≤ p ≤ q, with low homological degree.
Theorem 8 Let 3 ≤ p ≤ q with p and q not both equal to 3. Then we have
All other H i,j (T p,q ) for i = 0, . . . , 4, are trivial.
Proof:
Suppose that p = 3. Then by applying (10), we obtain that H i,j (D 3,q ) = H i,j (D 3,4 ) for i = 0, . . . , 4. If p > 3, then by applying (9) repeatedly, we obtain H i,j (D p,q ) = H i,j (D p,p ) . Furthermore, by applying (11) (and then (9)) repeatedly we obtain H i,j (D p,p ) = H i,j+p−3 (D 3,4 ) for i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 . Finally, the homology of the last torus knot is well-known, see e.g. [27] -knot 8 19 , and thus we obtain the required result.
Further thickness results
Even though we have shown that the torus knots T p,q , p ≥ 3 are H-thick, from the existing experimental results one can see that the homology of torus T p,q knots occupies at least p diagonals (i.e. that its homological width is at least p). In fact, one can see that in all examples we have that H 2p−2,p (D p,q ) is of nonzero rank.
Proposition 1
If rank H 2p−2,p (D p,q ) > 0 then the homological width of the torus knot T p,q is at least p.
Proof:
As we know, see e.g. the proof of Corollary 3, there exists a generator of the homology group H 0,(p−1)(q−1)+1 and its δ-grading is equal to (p − 1)(q − 1) + 1. Since we have assumed that
we have that there exists a generator of this homology group whose δ-grading is equal to p + (p − 1)q − 2(2p − 2) = (p − 1)(q − 1) + 3 − 2p. So, we have two generators whose δ-gradings differ by 2p − 2, and hence they lie on two different diagonals between which there are p − 2 diagonals. Hence the homological width of the torus knot T p,q is at least p.
Thus we are left with proving that rank
In order to prove this, we will start from the diagram D p,p+1 and we will use the same process as in the proof of Theorem 2. Namely, we obtain the long exact sequences, see (4) , for every i = 1, . . . , p − 1:
For every i = 1, . . . , p − 1 we can calculate explicitly the number of positive and negative crossings of E i p,p+1 , and we can find explicitly the positive diagram to which E i p,p+1 is isotopic.
One can easily see that the number of negative crossings of each E i p,p+1
is equal to 2p − 2 and hence the number of positive crossings is equal to
On the other hand, every E i p,p+1 for i = 1, . . . , p − 2 is isotopic (by a sequence of R2 and R1 moves as explained in the proof of Lemma 1) to the diagram D 
Finally, since the number of negative crossings of E i p,p+1 is equal to 2p−2, we have that H 2p−3 (E i p,p+1 ) is trivial. Furthermore, since the number of positive crossings of E i p,p+1 is equal to p 2 − 2p + 1 − i we have that
which is trivial for every i = 1, . . . , p − 1.
Hence from the long exact sequences (13) we obtain
as required.
Conjecture 9
The rank of the homology group H 2p−2,p (D p,p ) (and equivalently of H 2p−2,p (D p,p+1 )) is nonzero.
As we saw, the validity of Conjecture 9 implies that the homological width of the torus knot T p,q is at least p.
Even though we don't (yet) have the proof of Conjecture 9, there is evidence that it is true. First of all, the computer program calculations show that the conjecture is true at least for p ≤ 7 (the calculations are mainly for knots, i.e. for D p,p+1 ). Furthermore, Lee's variant H i,j L of Khovanov homology ( [17] ) for the p-component link D p,p has 2p generators in the homological degree 2p − 2. Also, as it is well-known, there exist spectral sequences whose E ∞ -page is Lee's homology and whose E 2 -page is Khovanov homology (see [19] , [28] ). So H i,j L ⊂ H i,j and hence H 2p−2 (D p,p ) has at least 2p generators. So, we are left with proving that at least one of them has the q-grading equal to p.
Stable sl(n) homology of torus knots
Define the following normalization of the Poincaré polynomial of the homology of the torus knot:
Then from the "descending" properties of Theorem 6 we have the following:
Theorem 10 For every m ∈ N there exists a stable homology polynomial P S m given by: P S m (t, q) = lim n→∞ P m,n (t, q).
Furthermore, as we have shown, the (normalized) Poincaré polynomial P m,n (t, q) of the torus knot T m,n coincides with the stable polynomial P S m , for all powers of t up to m + n − 3.
Similar results are obtained at the conjectural level in [4] (with a conjectural bound on the powers of q for agreement between the stable homology and the effective homology of any particular torus knot). In [4] , reduced homology (see e.g. [13] ) is used, but the whole method and all proofs from the previous sections work in the same way for reduced homology. Also, in [4] the existence of stable sl(n) homology for torus knots is conjectured. However, in the course of proving the stability property in the sl(2) case (Theorem 6, formula (9)) the basic ingredient is the long exact sequence in homology together with the form of cube of resolutions. Since the analogous long exact sequence exists for sl(n) homology (it is again the mapping cone), we can repeat the major part of the process. The long exact sequence in the case of sl(n) homology is:
where D i , i = 0, 1 is obtained from D after resolving the positive crossing c into an i-resolution. Note that one of the diagrams D i is not a planar projection of a knot since it contains one thick edge. In the case that we are interested in (torus knots -positive knots), the diagram D 1 is the one which has one thick edge (for the details and notation see Section 2.2 and [14] ). Again, we start from the diagram D p,q of the torus knot T p,q , and we resolve the crossing c p−1 = (p − 1, 1). We denote the diagram obtained by the 0-resolution by D 1 p,q , and the diagram obtained by the 1-resolution bȳ E 1 p,q . Then we have the following long exact sequence:
We continue the process, by resolving the crossings c l = (l, 1), l = p−2, . . . 
Like in the sl(2) case, we shall prove the following Lemma 3 The homology group H i n (Ē l p,q ) is trivial for every l < p and
This lemma, together with the above long exact sequences and the fact that D
From this formula, we conclude the existence of the limit:
for every k, where P n (T k,l )(t, q) is the Poincaré polynomial of the chain complex assigned to T k,l by sl(n)-homology. In other words, we obtain
Theorem 11 There exists stable sl(n) homology for torus knots.
Thus, we are left with proving Lemma 3. We will use more or less the same approach as in Lemma 1. Let C n (Ē l p,q ) be the chain complex assigned by sl(n)-link homology ( [14] 
Note that in the sl(n) case, a complex C n is assigned to generalized regular diagrams, i.e. to regular diagrams where we also allow trivalent vertices and thick edges.
SinceĒ l p,q has only positive crossings, its homology groups are trivial for negative homological degrees. However, we will show that
where D n is a complex such that all its chain groups D i n are trivial for i < 0 (in fact, we will define D n as the direct sum of the complexes of the form C n (D i Γ ), where D i Γ 's are the generalized regular diagrams whose all crossings are positive). Here, by ∼ we denote a quasi-isomorphism, which implies that the two complexes have isomorphic homology groups. Then (16) 
is trivial for i < p + q − 3. Like in Lemma 1, we have that the two lower strands (thin edges) of thē E i part, will form at least two crossings with each other (corresponding to an R1 move in the proof of Lemma 1) and both of them will have at least p + q − 5 over-or undercrossings with the same strand (corresponding to an R2 move in the proof of Lemma 1). We will show that in each of these cases we can "shift" up our complex by one homological degree, and thus obtain (16) .
In order to prove this we will use the following fact ("cancellation principle" for chain complexes): if we quotient the chain complex C by an (arbitrary) acyclic subcomplex C ′ (i.e. a subcomplex with trivial homology), then the quotient complex C/C ′ is quasi-isomorphic to the complex C, and so they have isomorphic homology groups (see e.g. Lemma 3.7 of [1] ).
Untwisting an R1 move First, let us work with the analog of the R1 move. LetD be the diagram that contains the following diagram as a subdiagram:
Then (see [14] ) the chain complex C n (D) associated toD is the mapping cone of a certain homomorphism f : 
In other words, the complex associated toD is the total complex of the complex given by
. Furthermore, we have that (Proposition 30 in [14] -"categorification" of one of the MOY axioms):
We also have that the projection of f to the first summand is an isomorphism (see [14] -invariance under the Reidemeister IIa move), and hence the complex C n (D) is quasi-isomorphic to C n (D 0 )[1]{−2} (by the cancellation principle). So, the last two complexes have isomorphic homology groups. Thus, we can "untwist" the crossing involving two strands that are connected to the same thick edge (the analog of an R1 move in the sl(2) case) by shifting the complex of the diagram obtained up by one in homological degree, as required.
Untwisting an R2 move Hence, after untwisting the two crossings of E l p,q that were resolved in the sl(2) case by the R1 move, we are left with a diagram of the form:
In other words, we have two neighbouring strands that are both connected to the same thick edge, and both go over or both go under p + q − 5 strands. We will show that the complex corresponding to this diagram is quasi-isomorphic to the complex of diagrams whose crossings are all positive, shifted up in homological degree by p + q − 5.
LetD 
and the projection of the map from C n (D 0 ) onto the first summand of C n (D 2 1 )[1]{−1} is an isomorphism. Hence, again we can quotient by an acyclic complex and obtain that C n (D) is quasi-isomorphic to the total complex of:
Also, we have that
(Proposition 33 in [14] -"categorification" of the last MOY) and that the map from the second summand of (17) to the first summand of (19) is an isomorphism (see [14] -invariance under the Reidemeister III move). Here byD 3 we denoted the diagram that is the same asD with the subdiagram D replaced by the following diagram (see [14] and [18] ):
Hence C n (D) is quasi-isomorphic to the total complex of
On the other hand the complex C n (D 3 ) is quasi-isomorphic to the total complex of both of the following two complexes:
and
2 ), whereD ′ 0 andD ′ 2 are the diagrams obtained fromD after replacing D by following two diagrams, respectively:
Thus, the total complex of (18) (and hence C n (D)) is quasi-isomorphic to the total complex of the following complex:
Thus, if we denote by D n the above complex shifted down in homological degree by 1, then we have that C n (D) ∼ D n [1] , and all homology groups of D n are in nonnegative homological degrees, as required (the crossings in three diagrams appearing in (21) are all positive). We can now iterate the argument for each instance when an R2 move would occur in the sl(2) case, since the two lower rightmost strands are both connected to the same thick edge in all three diagrams D 1 1 , D ′ 0 and D ′ 2 , and hence we can continue the process like with the initial diagram D.
Completely analogously, we obtain the same result for the diagram D of the form:
Thus, we obtain the required shift in homological degree.
